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Bricks 4 Kidz Lego
Engineering

This is a hands-on class where students build machines, buildings, vehicles and other structures out of
LEGO® bricks, using one-of-a-kind model plans designed by Bricks 4 Kidz®. While exploring principles of
engineering, architecture, physics and more, students will develop problem solving and critical thinking
skills. Students will work in a lab-type setting using LEGO® components such as gears, axles, beams,
motors, and battery. They will build a new motorized model each week. Instructional content is
multi-disciplinary and designed by educators to increase the student’s general knowledge and
introduce S.T.E.M. (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts related to the day’s model.
All lessons are related to something students enjoy. such as sports, space, transportation, amusement
parks, etc. Therefore students will be motivated and can retain more of what they learn while having
lots of fun. Bricks 4 Kidz is a highly popular children’s edutainment program from the United States and
Canada with over 400 branches throughout the world in 26 countires. Our classes provide
an extraordinary atmosphere for children, where we learn, we build, we play… with LEGO® bricks.

Learn to swim

Water safety:
- Push off the wall horizontally and return to the wall head-on
submerged.
- Jump in from the pool side
- Diving
- Pick up the objects from the bottom of the pool.
Stroke coordination:
- Freestyle with kickboard.
- Freestyle swim depending on individual ability.
- Back stroke with kickboard.
- Back stroke swim depending on individual ability.

Ballet Basics

These structured classes develop students’ physical skills. creatvity, expression and musicality using a
range og movements and musical styles. The syllabus prepares students for a successful transition to
ballet and other dance genres at higher levels. This @SA is taught by a licensed teacher from The Royal
Academy of Dance (RAD)

The MoMath

The MoMath makes mathematics simpler for children because we will teach them techniques that will
help them understand mathematics quickly and easily. The MoMath consists of 11 levels. The different
levels will benefit students in all areas of math according to their ability, and with the help of our
specialized teachers, students will be able to improve their mathematical skills.

Advanced Art

Learning artwork through many activities such as clay model, origami, painting water coulor and
make a handicraft or toys.

Musical Theatre for
KIDS: Storytelling

Does your child love stories? Do they like to sing and perform?
Join Musical Theatre for KIDS storytelling workshop this term. The students will work on characterization
and telling short stories over the course of the term. The workshop will include one story told through song.

Taekwondo

Can U Kick It Tots
Creative Math :
Ucrea

Taekwondo is a Korean martial art, with an emphasis on kicking techniques. Taekwondo means
“the way of the fist and foot.” Lessons are tailored to your child’s age and skill level. Your child begins
by practicing basic patterns and forms, punching, kicking, blocking, striking, and brick breaking.
These fundamental skills increase your child’s physical coordination, physical strength, flexibility, balance,
and mental acumen, concentration, self-confidence, leadership and reduced aggression.
It necessarily imparts practical self-defense skills that can be used in a street encounter.
CUKI TOTS is a perfect introduction to football. Our entertaining and fun pre-school football programs
are delivered in a responsive environment. Our structured training sessions encourage ball mastery
and freedom with confidence to attack 1 v 1.
Unblocking student potential for creativity and critical thinking through intuitive learning. Inspiring
confidence in creative problem – solving by stimulating students’ innate curiosity.
• Enriching storybooks that establish familiarity with abstract concepts and encourage healthy
socio-emotional thinking.
• Activity books aligned with common core standards that develop children’s basic, logical,
mathematical, and creative thinking abilities.
• Hands-on and visual approaches to learning through highly adaptable games and manipulatives.
A balanced and holistic education based on storytelling, creative problemsolving and teamwork.
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Chinese Drama

Learn Chinese culture and practice Chinese language through the drama. This class explores different
ways to encourage student interest in learning Chinese.

Mixed Media Art on
Canvas

Mixed Media Arts on Canvas is encouraging the young artist to develop personal style and nature of love
of creative self-expression. Children will work with, water base color;learn different ways to lay out painting
and to recognize important elements of design. They can choose the pattern they like and start to
decorate the item using mixed materials such as beads, cloth, stone, wood and leafs to make it colorful.
It is a fun activity that helps promote student's concentration and creativity. They will take one piece of
work they produced to hand to their parents at home every two weeks.

Chinese Calligraphy

Calligraphy is an ancient way of writing Chinese. This activity introduces students to the basic calligraphy
writing skills. Students will get a chance to learn how to use a brush and ink to write Chinese. They can
enjoy the artistic way of writing Chinese in the club.

JAZZ MOVES

We use the curriculum from Australia called A.T.O.D. (Australia Teacher of Dancing). The syllabus
incorporates but is not limited to, comprehensive warm-ups, stretches, floor and corner work, turns, kicks
and jumps, historical steps, up to the minute moves, combinations, progressions and dances. Jazz is not
only enjoyable to the class of students, but also helps students to develop their concentration,
memorization and body-balance. Best off all, it develops self-confidence and self-expression as well.

3D Art Workshop

A unique class that allows students the freedom of artistic expression. Students will develop problem
solving and teamwork skills while using their imagination to create and build 3D art projects. Examples of
previous 3D art includes a cloud lamp, glow in the dark t-shirts, decorated DIY hats, and a live garden in
a jar. We also let the student’s request what art projects they would love to create in upcoming classes.
Students will get their projects home at the end of every class. Art projects can later be used as
functional pieces inside the home or simply just displayed as proud decorations. All materials used for the
projects will be included in the price and are provided by us.

Thai vowels Club

This activity is designed for students to develop and have fun learning Thai vowels at an early age. We
will be working on recognizing Thai Vowels by practicing basic stroke sequences. Students learn through
games, stories, and songs.
Please note that this program is not designed to help with Thai homework.

Junior Golf

We will keep the kids active and enthusiastic about golf while playing games and activities appropriate
for their attention span and skill level. Our emphasis is on having fun while learning how to play the game
of golf.

Robotics

This activity offers an open space where children can have fun while building skills likecreativity and
problem solving. Students will learn 7 essential skills: communication, concentration and perseverance,
socialization, planning and organizing, design, creative, problem solving, and independent-thinking skills.
Students can create their imaginative world by building a robot model and programming it into action.

Advanced Art

Let’s Get Art teaches kids drawing starting with simple shapes to create art. The students learn by playing.
This includes other activities such as clay modeling, origami, water colouring, and painting.

EY Sports Club

EY Sports club is a fun and basic overview of various mainstream sports modified to be played by K2 and
K3 students. Students will learn about sports, exercise and learn about the different skills necessary
to participate in various sports. Students will learn about football, basketball, American football,
volleyball and general racquet sports.

Storytelling and
Reflection

Students will choose which stories they like to read. The Teacher will support students to read the story.
Students will listen to stories and then reflect as a whole group on what the story was about. They will
ask questions, express themselves and listen to others perspectives. Then the children will write about
and draw/paint/make a collage to express their own thoughts about the stories.

Chinese Arts & Crafts

Chinese Arts and crafts are great for K3 learners. Participants will explore a wide range of DIY, decorative
and scientific arts and crafts activities. Participants can acquire a vast range of skills from art and craft
sessions. Skills are reinforced as creativity is inspired. Their fine motor skills are refined, their hand eye
co-ordination is enhanced and their confidence and problem-solving abilities are improved. Participants
get to spend some fun time with their friends and teachers.
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Intermediate Ballet

These structured classes develop students’ physical skills, stamina, creativity, expression and musicality using
a range of movements and musical styles. The syllabus prepares students for a successful transition to ballet
and other dance genres at higher levels. This ASA is taught by a licensed teacher from The Royal Academy
of Dance (RAD)

The MoMath

The MoMath makes mathematics simpler for children because we will teach them techniques that will
help them understand mathematics quickly and easily. The MoMath consists of 11 levels. The different
levels will benefit students in all areas of math according to their ability, and with the help of our
specialized teachers, students will be able to improve their mathematical skills.

3D Art Workshop

A unique class that allows students the freedom of artistic expression. Students will develop problem
solving and teamwork skills while using their imagination to create and build 3D art projects. Examples of
previous 3D art includes a cloud lamp, glow in the dark t-shirts, decorated DIY hats, and a live garden in
a jar. We also let the student’s request what art projects they would love to create in upcoming classes.
Students will get their projects home at the end of every class. Art projects can later be used as
functional pieces inside the home or simply just displayed as proud decorations. All materials used for the
projects will be included in the price and are provided by us.

The Little Gym

Your child will learn basic tumbling, balance beam, bar skills and vault. In addition to building gymnastics
skills, we will make time for aerobic development, gross motor skills stretching, strength and flexibility. Our
goal is to make sure your child gets a terrific overall physical fitness workout.

Junior Golf

We will keep the kids active and enthusiastic about golf while playing games and activities appropriate
for their attention span and skill level. Our emphasis is on having fun while learning how to play the game
of golf.

Perfect Art Basic Drawing

Perfect Art is a course for students to have experience practicing several art skills such as Drawing, Painting
and sculpting. Using design, shapes, forms, colors and composition, children explore through creative art,
learning by experience. Students experience fun and joy as they complete their personal creations.This
gives them emotional stability. Our friendly and experienced teachers encourage and motivate students,
helping them build self-esteem. All materials and a Portfolio are included.

E-Science: Little
Scientist

We’re teaching science for kids all of our lessons are student centered with experiments. Courses
emphasize on learning by playing and doing. E-Science's curriculum has various experiments and
activities to suit each student's need. The lessons will be based around a science topic and the students
will explore it through experiments and practical activities. We aim to develop, practical and critical
analysis skills. Students will bring a toy or a project back home after finishing each lesson.

Swimming Stroke
Development

Water safety:
- Push off the wall horizontally and return to the wall head-onsubmerged.
- Jump in from the pool side
- Diving
- Pick up the objects from the bottom of the pool.Stroke coordination:
- Freestyle with kickboard.- Freestyle swim depending on individual ability.
- Back stroke with kickboard.
- Back stroke swim depending on individual ability.

Chinese Board Games

This club offers a great chance for the students to explore some of the Chinese traditional board games.
The students will work with their friends in groups. They will learn the rules and strategy of the games.
It helps the student with the classroom learning in Chinese, Math logic, concepts and social play skills.

JAZZ MOVES

We use the curriculum form Australia called A.T.O.D. (Australia Teacher of Dancing). The syllabus incorporates but is not
limited to, a comprehensive warm-up, stretches, floor and corner work, turns, kicks and jumps, historical steps,
up to the minute moves, combinations, progression and dances. Jazz is not only and enjoyable class of students,
but also helps students to develop their concentration, memorizing and body-balance. Best off all, it develops
self-confidence and self-expression as well.

Advanced Art

Let’s Get Art teaches kids drawing starting with simple shapes to create art. The students learn by playing.
This includes other activities such as clay modeling, origami, water colouring, and painting.

Learn Maths Through
Games

Students will learn Maths through educational games. They will learn addition, subtraction, unit value, number
recognition, counting and estimating. The students will use blocks, tanagrams, bingo games, unit cubes, counters,
dice, sorting manipulatives, number cards, grouping games and other real life materials to help them further develop
their Mathematical skills.
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Thai Alphabet

This activity is designed for students to develop and have fun with their learning the Thai Alphabet at an
early age. We will be working on recognizing the Thai Alphabet and practicing basic stroke sequences.
Students learn by using several activities such as games, stories, and songs.

Beads, Arts & Crafts

The Beads Art and Craft help young children to develop their hand, eyes, brain and motor coordination
as well as creativities of their art skills. A fun way to young children to create art from beads, paper and
other materials. They will make bracelets, rings, pendants, key rings,hanging mobiles and much more with
their own design ideas and relatives Arts including colouring and painting.

Jolly Phonics Club

This Jolly Phonics ASA is open for K3 students. It is designed to supplement our school phonics curriculum
to help students strengthen their knowledge of sounds and phonics skills needed for writing and reading
processes. The students will get a variety of opportunities to work with the key features of letter sound
recognition and blending skills in a jolly and multi-sensory way.

E-Science:
Little Scientist

We’re teaching science for kids all of our lessons are student centered with experiments. Courses
emphasize on learning by playing and doing. E-Science's curriculum has various experiments and
activities to suit each student's need. The lessons will be based around a science topic and the students
will explore it through experiments and practical activities. We aim to develop, practical and critical
analysis skills. Students will bring a toy or a project back home after finishing each lesson.

Play & Do Yoga ! !

This course teaches students more about yoga. They will learn yoga in groups through integrated learning.
They will have fun doing various yoga postures through Story-telling, songs, activities and games.
Moreover, Yoga can encourage to develop their concentration through both static postures and
dynamic postures and can make learners feel calm. It also improves learners’ muscle development
flexibility and strength which can support their balance. Learners will be taught by Yoga specialists who
have experiences in training kids from Rainbow Yoga Kids and Kids Yoga Teacher course from Yoga
for Kids Thailand.

Little Chef

Little Chef is designed especially for students to engage in a hands on sessions combining sweet and
savory recipes. This program aims to help children develop a positive connection to all different types of
foods. Programs are designed to engage a child’s sense of sight, taste, smell and texture. Students will

E-Science:
Little Scientist

We’re teaching science for kids all of our lessons are student centered with experiments. Courses
emphasize on learning by playing and doing. E-Science's curriculum has various experiments and
activities to suit each student's need. The lessons will be based around a science topic and the students
will explore it through experiments and practical activities. We aim to develop, practical and critical
analysis skills. Students will bring a toy or a project back home after finishing each lesson.

Chinese
Paper Cutting

This activity offers an ideal way to develop and practice the young child’s fine motor skills. The children
will learn how to use scissors properly and they will create art work by cutting paper. Their finger functional
use and hand co-operation skills will be promoted. Enjoy this Chinese paper cutting activity and have fun!

Ballet Basics

These structured classes develop students’ physical skills, stamina, creativity, expression and musicality
using a range of movements and musical styles. The syllabus prepares students for a successful transition
to ballet and other dance genres at higher levels. Taught by a licensed teacher from The Royal Academy
of Dance (RAD)

Thai fun Club

This activity is designed for students to develop and have fun with learning theThai Alphabet at an early
age. We will be working on recognizing Thai consonants and vowels by practicing basic stroke
sequences.Students learn through games, stories, and songs.
Please note that this program is not designed to help with Thai homework.

The Little Gym

Your child will learn basic tumbling, balance beam, bar skills and vault. In addition to building
gymnastics skills, we will make time for aerobic development, gross motor skills stretching, strength and
flexibility. Our goal is to make sure your child gets a terrific overall
physical fitness workout.

Can U Kick It Tots

CUKI TOTS is a perfect introduction to football. Our entertaining and fun pre-school football programs
are delivered in a responsive environment. Our structured training sessions encourage ball mastery and
freedom with confidence to attack 1 v 1.

